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WHY CHOOSE CLICKNETHERFIELD
STORAGE RANGE...
We know there are other storage ranges available, so why would
you choose ours?
We looked long and hard at the competition and realised that none
of the alternatives offer the high level of security or environmental
performance characteristics we build into our world-class
showcases every day, so we knew we could offer something better.

Clive McCready,
General Manager

Our storage range is built and finished to the highest standards
and we are unique in offering cabinets with specific air exchange
rates which can be tailored to suit your needs, along with the best
monitoring and control systems available. We also design and
manufacture all of our cabinets in the UK so we can adapt our
designs to suit your needs - meaning you don’t have to settle for
‘standard’ cabinets if you want something a little different.
You can trust our storage range to preserve and protect your
collections in the same way thousands of customers around the
world already trust our showcases.
We are ClickNetherfield. We do world-class showcases and
storage cabinets. We don’t do mediocrity.

Clive McCready,
General Manager
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HERITAGE Safe storage for precious objects
STORAGE
We are ClickNetherfield, already
well established in the heritage
sector for our museum showcases.
We are delighted to introduce our
brand new range of storage solutions
for front and back-of-house.
Our storage solutions have the
same high standards of security,
conservation and aesthetics
as you’d expect from any
ClickNetherfield product.

We know that choosing the
right equipment is a key part of
maximising the effectiveness of
storing a collection and we want
to help you find the right solution.
We recognise the importance
of conserving and ensuring the
safety of your precious objects
and take into consideration the
environment, material and lighting
used.

From concept to completion, we
will be on hand to advise, design,
manufacture, deliver and install to
ensure your items are stored safely.
With six new storage products, our
product portfolio includes storage
& display drawers, storage cabinets
and mobile storage.
Our range comes in standard sizes
but as with all ClickNetherfield
products, custom solutions are
available to meet your individual
needs.

STORAGE
SOLUTIONS
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CLARITY STORE
& SAFE STORE
Securely storing & visually displaying your exh ibits
Our Clarity Store and Safe Store
storage solutions provide a notably
sturdy, safe and secure cabinet in a
range of dimensions perfect for your
back-of-house storage.
Clarity Store and Safe Store cabinets
are carefully designed to both protect
and conserve your objects. Both
cabinet types set new standards
for security and sealing never
before offered for back-of-house
environments.

The Clarity Store elegant storage
solution allows the visual inspection
of objects within a store or within
galleries without compromising the
safety and security of the objects.

PROTECTING YOUR EXHIBITS
Safe & visible storage for precious
objects
CONSERVATION
Units are inherently well sealed and,
with careful selection of internal
materials, are suitable for the most
sensitive of exhibits.
All joints are silicone sealed to ensure
the protection of stored items.
Units are designed to achieve a
minimum of 0.5 air exchange rate
and can be fitted with optional
environmental monitoring and
conditioning equipment - including a
fully active micro-climate generator.
SECURITY
Both cabinet types are secured with
an Abloy central locking system.
Doors have embedded hinges, with
double skinned doors for extra
protection and sound absorption.
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TECHNICAL GUIDE
ANATOMY
The Clarity Store and Safe Store Ranges
are both manufactured from high quality
1.2 gauge CR4 rolled steel, with a fully
welded external casing for long lasting
strength and rigidity. Each unit is
fitted with heavy duty levelling feet to
compensate for uneven floor surfaces.
The standard shelving is made from the
same materials as the outer carcase.
Maximum shelf loading is 80kg per
shelf, uniformly distributed.
SECONDARY PLINTH
Clarity Store and Safe Store units can
both be fitted with a secondary raised
plinth. This option offers added content
protection from possible flood damage
in basements. The secondary raised
plinth is also fitted with heavy duty
levelling feet to compensate for uneven
floor surfaces.
SEALING
All overlaps and joints are sealed
using inert silicone materials. Units
are designed to achieve a minimum
of 0.5 air exchange rate – this can be
improved to 0.1 AER on request. The
doors are fitted with extruded silicone
compression seals to keep out dust and
pollutants.

INTERNAL PITCHING
Each unit type is equipped as standard
with an internal pitching system
allowing incremental adjustments
of 13mm, meaning shelves can be
positioned exactly where required. The
shelf support clips are contained within
the pitching system and are not visible
from the outside.

PRODUCT CODES
673mm high double door units
*S673/8
673 x 800 x 450mm
*S673/9
673 x 900 x 450mm
*S673/10
673 x 1000 x 450mm

DOORS
In both types of unit, the doors are
carefully designed using double-skin
construction and embedded hinges
to create an almost airtight seal. The
doors will open to over 90° and the full
height steel hinges do not deflect or
distort in operation.

1282mm high double door units
*S1282/8
1282 x 800 x 450mm
*S1282/9
1282 x 900 x 450mm
*S1282/10 1282 x 1000 x 450mm

SECURE STORAGE
Both Safe Store and Clarity Store are
equipped with a single-point key based
Abloy locking system, with double point
internal locaters for added security.
FINISH
Each Clarity Store and Safe Store unit
is finished inside and out to a very
high standard using oven baked epoxy
powder coating, available in a wide
range of colours and different gloss
levels.

977mm high double door units
*S977/8
977 x 800 x 450mm
*S977/9
977 x 900 x 450mm
*S977/10
977 x 1000 x 450mm

1358mm high double door units
*S1358/8
1358 x 800 x 450mm
*S1358/9
1358 x 900 x 450mm
*S1358/10 1358 x 1000 x 450mm
1739mm high double door units
*S1739/8
1739 x 800 x 450mm
*S1739/9
1739 x 900 x 450mm
*S1739/10 1739 x 1000 x 450mm
1980mm high double door units
*S1980/8
1980 x 800 x 450mm
*S1980/9
1980 x 900 x450mm
*S1980/10 1980 x 1000 x 450mm
NOTE: Please replace * with either:
C - Clarity or S - Safe
OPTIONS
150mm high, secondary raised plinth.
A variety of shelving and other internal
fittings are available.
Micro Climate Generator and monitoring
equipment.
Anti-bandit laminated glass (Clarity Store).
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SPECIMEN
CABINETS
Uniqu e storage for u niqu e specim ens
Our Specimen Cabinets are
derivatives of our Safe Store cabinets,
with the same sturdy construction
and sealing characteristics; perfect for
back-of-house storage of specimen
collections.
Specimen Cabinet internal trays are
mounted on fixed glides, are fully
removable, and are available in half
width or double width options.

Custom tray solutions are also
available and we are happy to work
with you to develop the specimen
storage cabinets which meet your
individual requirements.
Doors on the Specimen Cabinets
are equipped with full height hinges
allowing them to open beyond 90°,
offering easy placement or removal of
individual trays.

PROTECTING YOUR COLLECTION
Safe storage for precious collections
CONSERVATION
Units are inherently well sealed and,
with careful selection of internal
materials, are suitable for the most
sensitive of specimens.
All joints are silicone sealed to ensure
the protection of stored specimens.
Units are designed to achieve a
minimum of 0.5 air exchange rate
and can be fitted with optional
environmental monitoring and
conditioning equipment - including a
fully active micro-climate generator.
SECURITY
Single point Abloy locking system
with the option of double point
locators for added security.
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TECHNICAL GUIDE
ANATOMY
The Specimen Cabinet Range is
manufactured from high quality 1.2
gauge CR4 rolled steel, with a fully
welded external casing for long lasting
strength and rigidity. Each unit is
fitted with heavy duty levelling feet to
compensate for uneven floor surfaces.
The standard internal trays are made
from the same materials as the outer
carcase. Maximum tray loading varies
according to capacity.
SECONDARY PLINTH
The Specimen Cabinet range can be
fitted with a secondary raised plinth.
This option offers added content
protection from possible flood damage
in basements. The secondary raised
plinth is also fitted with heavy duty
levelling feet to compensate for uneven
floor surfaces.
SEALING
All overlaps and joints are sealed
using inert silicone materials. Units
are designed to achieve a minimum
of 0.5 air exchange rate – this can be
improved to 0.1 AER on request. The
doors are fitted with extruded silicone
compression seals to keep out dust and
pollutants.

TRAY PITCHING/CAPACITY
Individual tray pitching is offered in a
number of standard configurations,
but can be varied to suit specific
requirements. Individual tray capacity
may also be varied.
Trays are mounted on fixed glides and
are fully removable. Full and half width
tray configurations may be specified
to suit particular requirements. Single
height or double height trays are
available as standard, although custom
height/capacity trays may also be
specified.

PRODUCT SIZES
Specimen Cabinets are available in the
standard sizes shown below, although we
can of course make custom sizes to suit
specific requirements. Individual drawer
heights may be mixed, with the overall
height varying according to the number
and height of the individual drawers, along
with the inclusion of the optional plinth
and/or worktop.
Standard unit heights (excluding optional
plinth, worktops & levelling feet) are 977mm
Standard unit widths are 1000mm

DOORS
As with Clarity Store and Safe Store
Cabinets, the Specimen Cabinet doors
are carefully designed using double-skin
construction and embedded hinges
to create an almost airtight seal. The
doors will open to over 90° and the full
height steel hinges do not deflect or
distort in operation.

Standard unit depths are 450mm

FINISH
Each Specimen Cabinet (along with
all internal trays) is finished inside and
out to a very high standard using oven
baked epoxy powder coating, available
in a wide range of colours and different
gloss levels.

Plastazote tray liners.

OPTIONS
150mm high, secondary raised plinth.
Units can be fitted with a wide variety of
different worktops.
A variety of individual tray sizes and
capacities are available.

Micro Climate Generator and monitoring
equipment.
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MOTION
STORE
Storage to mo ve with th e tim es
Motion Store is an impressive
high density storage system which
dramatically reduces the floor space
used by standard units, ensuring that
space is used most effectively to store
your collection.
Motion Store is custom built
specifically for your needs and floor
space capabilities. This storage
solution is built on top of the floor,
offering the option for it to be
dismantled and relocated easily.

The Motion Store solution offers
flexibility as not only does it save
space but it can be fitted with
shelves, drawers, hanging rails or
picture racking, providing easy access
and labelling as well as minimising
crushing and overcrowding.

PROTECTING YOUR EXHIBITS
Safe storage for precious objects
CONSERVATION
The Motion Store range is
constructed from completely inert
materials ensuring no damage or
degradation is caused to stored items
by unwanted off-gassing.
SECURITY
Each mobile unit can be locked by
means of a simple key lock which is
fitted within the hand wheel unit. Bays
can be locked individually to prevent
access to the system.
REGULATIONS
Motion Store is a high density
storage system and often contains
large amounts of heavy items; the
engineering and calculations that
make up the design parameters
ensure that the system is fully
compliant with Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) Manual Handing
Regulations and Disability
Discriminations Act (DDA).
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TECHNICAL GUIDE
ANATOMY
The main body of the Motion Store
system is manufactured from high
quality 1.2 gauge CR4 rolled steel, with
a fully welded structure for long lasting
strength and rigidity. The system is
entirely modular and is not fixed or
linked to the gallery floor in any way,
meaning it can be easily relocated or
added to at any time. The system is
engineered to sit on top of existing
floor surfaces using a ‘floating floor’
made from 22mm thick (flooring grade)
tongue & groove boarding which
is laminated/finished to suit. The
flooring, which is raised and levelled to
guarantee a smooth and effortless bay
movement, houses the integral drive
track.
UPRIGHT END PANELS
Motion Store has two different end
panel options: the first being a single
skinned option which is suitable
for back-of-house storage; and the
second being a double skinned option,
intended for front-of-house location.
The latter option provides a visually
clean finish to the unit – the outer faces
can be finished in different colours, or
clad with graphics.

UPRIGHT BACK PANELS
As with the side panels, Motion Store
has different back panel/structural
options, the first being a simple cross
brace structure, with the cross brace
consisting of two (crossed) metal strips
which are fitted to every second bay to
ensure rigidity.
The second option is known as a
back sheet; this option is required on
applications where, if the contents of
the shelves are pushed too far back,
they will interfere with media stored
in the adjoining bay; and where secure
(controlled) access storage is required.
The final option is a decorative back
panel used for the end facing of a unit;
decorative backs are used when the unit
face is situated in a public area.
SYSTEM SAFETY
Each bay is fitted as standard with a
safety aisle lock. The locking lever is
simply pushed into the locked position
to lock the bays in place on either side
of the active gangway.
The aisle lock is designed to ensure the
system cannot be moved whilst the lock
is in place, ensuring complete operator
safety when working within the aisles.

TRACK AND FLOOR
The raised floor completely
encapsulates the integral drive track
system and is surrounded by a nonslip/non-trip low level access ramp
positioned on exposed edges. Floor
systems can be specified to different
colours to blend in with existing
interiors if required.
LOCKING DEVICE
Each mobile unit can be locked by
means of a simple key lock which
is fitted within the handwheel unit.
Systems can be specified with or
without locking functionality; lock
systems can be fitted retrospectively.
DRIVE SYSTEM
The mobile base is driven by the
rotation of the operating hand wheel
which in turn operates through a
series of sprockets and chains. A base
sprocket engages in a floor chain to
provide positive drive. Parallel motion
is achieved by pulley guide wheels.
FINISH
Each Motion Store unit is finished inside
and out to a very high standard using
oven baked epoxy powder coating,
available in a wide range of colours and
different gloss levels.
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PLAN
CHESTS

Storage & protection for prints, plans and maps etc.
Our traditional Plan Chests are
designed and manufactured to
the same high quality standards as
the rest of our Heritage Storage
Collection range and are available in
a variety of different sizes, drawer
combinations, and colours.
These units offer safe and secure
management of a wide range of
prints, maps and drawings which
require flat storage.

Drawer heights can be mixed
and matched, with a wide range
of handles and indexing systems
available.
Slot-in drawer dividers are also
available allowing you to manage
the collection space in an individual
drawer.

PROTECTING YOUR COLLECTION
Safe storage for print collections
CONSERVATION
The Plan Chest range is constructed
from completely inert materials
ensuring no damage or degradation is
caused to stored items by unwanted
off-gassing.
The individual drawers can be lined
with suitable materials to help protect
and preserve the most fragile of
stored items. Each unit is finished to
a high standard using oven baked
epoxy powder coat paint, which is
both hard wearing and free from
chemical emissions.
SECURITY
Single point central locking is fitted
as standard. All steel construction
makes for an extremely robust unit.
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TECHNICAL GUIDE
ANATOMY
The Plan Chest Range is manufactured
from high quality 1.2 gauge CR4 rolled
steel, with a fully welded external casing
for long lasting strength and rigidity.
Each unit is fitted with heavy duty
levelling feet to compensate for uneven
floor surfaces.
The standard drawers are made from
the same materials as the outer carcase.
Maximum drawer loading varies
according to capacity.
SECONDARY PLINTH
Plan Chest units can also be fitted with
a secondary raised plinth. This option
offers added content protection from
possible flood damage in basements.
The secondary raised plinth is also
fitted with heavy duty levelling feet to
compensate for uneven floor surfaces.
SECURE STORAGE
The Plan Chest range is fitted with a
single point, central locking mechanism
which securely locks the entire unit
with a single key. Various key suite
combinations are available including
mastering for multiple units.

LABELLING & INDEXING
A variety of labelling/indexing facility
options are available on request.
Drawers are fitted as standard with the
traditional index card holder allowing
easy identification of individual drawer
contents.
Internal labelling options are also
available on request.
DRAWERS
Plan Chests are available as standard
with either 8 x deep drawers, or 12 x
shallow drawers, or a combination of
the two.
Each drawer is fitted with high quality
runners capable of supporting up to
25kg per drawer.
Slot-in internal dividers are available
to allow individual drawers to be
compartmentalised if required.
Plastazote liners are also available as an
option.
FINISH
Each Plan Chest unit is finished inside
and out to a very high standard using
oven baked epoxy powder coating,
available in a wide range of colours and
different gloss levels.

PRODUCT SIZES
Plan Chests are available in the standard
sizes shown below, although we can of
course make custom sizes to suit specific
requirements.
Individual drawer heights may be mixed,
with the overall height varying according
to the number and height of the individual
drawers, along with the inclusion of the
optional plinth and/or worktop.
Standard unit heights (excluding optional
plinth, worktops & levelling feet) are 977mm
Standard unit widths and depths are
designed to accommodate either A1 or A0
sized sheets.
OPTIONS
150mm high, secondary raised plinth.
Units can be fitted with a wide variety of
different worktops.
A variety of individual tray sizes and
capacities are available.
Plastazote tray liners.
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ACCESS
STORAGE
Storage accessible wh en you need it
The Access Storage range delivers
a stylish product to house any
collection providing high density
storage; ensuring objects are stored
safely while not on display.
With a number of drawer sizes
available, as well as custom solutions,
the drawers glide in and out
effortlessly, allowing easy access and
the practical labelling of drawers for
quick visual retrieval.

Manufactured to the highest quality
with a fully welded external casing,
Access Storage uses 1.2 gauge steel
for long lasting strength and rigidity.

PROTECTING YOUR EXHIBITS
Safe storage for precious objects
CONSERVATION
The Access Storage range is
constructed from completely inert
materials ensuring no damage or
degradation is caused to stored items
by unwanted off-gassing.
The individual drawers can be lined
with suitable materials to help protect
and preserve the most fragile of
stored items. Each unit is finished to
a high standard using oven baked
epoxy powder coat paint, which is
both hard wearing and free from
chemical emissions.
SECURITY
Drawers may also be individually
locked – when this option is included
a secondary (steel) security sheet
is incorporated between the upper
drawers to prevent unwanted access
to lower drawers.
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TECHNICAL GUIDE
ANATOMY
The Access Storage Range is
manufactured from high quality 1.2
gauge CR4 rolled steel, with a fully
welded external casing for long lasting
strength and rigidity. Each unit is
fitted with heavy duty levelling feet to
compensate for uneven floor surfaces.
Each unit is fitted with high quality, high
capacity drawer slides. A combination
of different height drawers may be
fitted in the same unit.
SECONDARY PLINTH
Access Storage units can also be fitted
with a secondary raised plinth. This
option offers added content protection
from possible flood damage in
basements. The secondary raised plinth
is also fitted with heavy duty levelling
feet to compensate for uneven floor
surfaces.
LABELLING & IDENTIFICATION
The purpose designed recessed handle
detail also accommodates a neat
labelling facility which allows end users
to print their own labels and insert them
into the clear plastic holders, allowing
easy identification of individual drawer
contents.

SECURE STORAGE
The Access Storage System offers two
different locking options. The standard
option is a single point, uniquely suited,
central locking mechanism which
securely locks the entire unit with a
single key.
Alternatively, each individual drawer can
be separately locked with either a single
unique key suit for the whole unit, or
multiple unique key suites. Mastering is
also available if required.
The individually locking drawer option
also includes internal steel baffle plates
which help to increase the overall
security of the unit.
FINISH
Each Access Storage unit is finished
inside and out to a very high standard
using oven baked epoxy powder
coating, available in a wide range of
colours and different gloss levels.

PRODUCT SIZES
Drawer units are available in a variety of
standard sizes. Individual drawer heights
may be mixed, with the overall height
varying according to the number and
height of the individual drawers, along
with the inclusion of the optional plinth
and/or worktop.
Standard individual drawer heights are:
150mm, 300mm and 380mm
Standard unit heights (excluding optional
plinth, worktops and levelling feet) are:
673, 977 and 1282mm
Standard unit widths are:
800, 900 and 1000mm
Standard unit depths are:
450mm
OPTIONS
150mm high, secondary raised plinth.
Units can be fitted with a wide variety of
different worktops.
Individual drawers can be supplied with
a wide variety of fabric wrapped lining
panels, or with plain Plastazote liners.
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ACCESS
DISPLAY
Interactive display and storage
The Access Display range allows
high density display and secure
storage whilst providing visitor
interaction within galleries.

Each drawer is fitted with a locking
glass top and can be customised
with handles, label holders and front
finishes such as timber.

An outer steel cabinet contains
individual display drawers which are
mounted on heavy duty slides.

Units can also be used as a plinth for
showcases.

PROTECTING YOUR EXHIBITS
Safe storage & display for precious
objects
CONSERVATION
The Access Display design solution is
inherently well sealed, a facility tray
can be included with each drawer
and with careful selection of lining
materials, drawers are suitable for
the most sensitive of exhibits to be
displayed.
SECURITY
Anti-bandit glass can be used within
the drawers, this is securely bonded
into a steel frame and locked in
position with two Abloy™ OF 400
locks to provide security and a wide
range of keying options. The cabinet
can also be fitted with a locking
system to prevent drawers being
opened.
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TECHNICAL GUIDE
ANATOMY
The Access Display Storage Range is
manufactured from high quality 1.2
gauge CR4 rolled steel with a fully
welded external casing for long lasting
strength and rigidity. Anti-bandit
laminated glass conforming to BS
EN:356 P4A (BS5544) is used for the
glass drawer lids. The lids lift out to
allow ease of dressing and are lockable,
providing simple but secure display
areas. Each unit is fitted with heavy
duty levelling feet to compensate for
uneven floor surfaces.

SECURE DISPLAYS
Access Display units are equipped
with a number of security features.
Each (anti-bandit glazed) drawer lid
is fitted with high quality Abloy locks.
The carcase can also be fitted with
a separate Abloy locking system to
prevent the unauthorised or unwanted
opening of drawers.

PRODUCT SIZES
MIN drawer height:
MAX drawer height:

100mm
300mm

MIN drawer width:
MAX drawer width:

500mm
1500mm

MIN drawer depth:
MAX drawer depth:

450mm
1000mm

Secure, tamper-proof runners ensure
individual drawers cannot be removed
from the assembled unit. The entire unit
can be fitted with an anti-tilt control
system to ensure that when one drawer
is opened, no other drawer can be
opened at the same time.

OPTIONS
Internal LED light bars can be mounted
within individual drawers and linked
to micro-switches which activate the
lighting when drawers are opened (an
external power supply is required for
this option).

DRAWERS
Each drawer is fitted with a pair of high
quality drawer runners to support loads
of up to 100kg. These runners have
cushioned stops at the limit of opening
and closing.

INSTALLATION & LOCATION
Given the quality of construction, larger
Access Display units can be very heavy please consider the access route to their
installation point and the floor-loading
capacity of the location.

SEALING
The drawers are carefully designed and
constructed to create an almost airtight
seal and the glass lid closes onto an
inert silicone gasket to keep out dust
and pollutants.

FINISH
Each Access Display unit is finished
inside and out to a very high standard
using oven baked epoxy powder
coating, available in a wide range of
colours and different gloss levels.

Individual drawers can be equipped with
control medium reservoirs if required.
Individual drawers can be supplied with
a wide variety of fabric wrapped lining
panels, or with plain Plastazote liners.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL
Conser vation is at th e h eart of our storage collection
Our in-depth, technical knowledge of
materials and environmental control
systems developed over 35 years to
work in conjunction with our award
winning showcase systems has been
applied to our storage collection
– that’s what makes the difference
between the rest and the best.
From inert materials to low oxygen
environments, conservation is at the
heart of our designs. ClickNetherfield
don’t just know about showcases
and storage systems, we know about
conservation and environmental
control too.
A STABLE ENVIRONMENT
Our storage solutions work hard.
As well as keeping your collections
secure and protecting them from
physical damage, by using inert
materials and sophisticated sealing
techniques, they provide a safe
environment that can be controlled
to keep collections in near perfect
condition.
Here’s how we do it:

An AER of 0.1 is now regularly
included within performance
specifications for high-end museum
display cases, but ClickNetherfield
have now applied this level of
specification to elements of our
storage range.
Our industry-leading AER
performance relies on our expertise in
three key areas:
• Design – Using 3D CAD systems,
we design our units to be inherently
well sealed, utilising many years of
experience.
• Manufacture – our sophisticated
machinery and knowledge of
production methods ensures that
we can manufacture and assemble to
the tightest tolerances.
• Installation – our experienced
technicians use non-invasive test
methods on-site to ensure
the integrity of their work.

TESTING OUR UNITS
Our quality management team now
regularly carry out CO2 air exchange
testing of units at final assembly stage
in our factory and on-site as part of
our formal handover procedures.
We have also been able to calibrate
and verify our test results against
BSRIA test results on the same
individual units. Our ability to carry
out repeat air exchange testing inhouse has shaped the development
of our systems and allows us to push
the boundaries of storage cabinet
design, whilst maintaining the highest
standards of sealing.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
The inside of a cabinet is a
microclimate. Like the ambient
climate, its temperature and humidity
can vary and these variations can
seriously damage your collection. Our
job is to design cabinets and systems
which keep these variations to an
absolute minimum.
MONITORING

SEALED ENVIRONMENT
A well sealed environment is
recognised as the best way to
protect collections in storage; this
characteristic of a storage unit can
be defined and quantified by its Air
Exchange Rate (AER).
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We offer two types of monitoring
systems so you can easily keep
a watching eye on conditions
inside our storage cabinets: local
monitoring in the form of inbuilt
temperature and humidity units (built
into each individual cabinet); and
comprehensive radio/hard-wired
systems from either Hanwell or
Meaco allowing total peace of mind.

INERT MATERIALS
The need for inert materials is well
known to museums, because with
collections sometimes sealed within
storage cabinets for many years,
it is important that the cabinet
environment does not contain
pollutants that can react with and
damage exhibits in storage.
For particularly sensitive materials like
silver, activated charcoal cloth and
other pollutant scavengers are used
to remove any detrimental Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs) from the
environment or off-gassing from other
items within the cabinet.
Conservation teams have developed
a number of tests to check whether
materials are inert and safe to use in
cabinets, the most common being the
Oddy test.
Over many years we have identified
and tested a range of materials
including adhesives, seals, fabrics
and sheet materials, which have been
approved for permanent use within
cases and cabinets.
LOW OXYGEN ENVIRONMENTS
There are certain storage items which
require exceptional environments.
These can include nation-defining
documents, mummies or asteroids
from outer space.
The environmental control systems
for these cabinets will control
temperature and humidity, reduce
oxygen levels through nitrogen
generation, sterilise bacteria and filter
pollutants.

These systems are defined by
restrictive cabinet design, small
display volumes, large plant areas,
multiple backup systems, long
development lead times, high
budgets and specialised monitoring
equipment to verify performance.
HUMIDITY
Humidity variation is a major cause of
damage to collections and because
temperature is inversely linked to
humidity, temperature changes will
also directly affect the humidity level
within a cabinet.
A well sealed cabinet will buffer your
exhibits against rapid changes in
ambient humidity. If you know that
the cabinet will be sited somewhere
that experiences regular humidity
changes, we can provide two
alternatives:
PASSIVE ABSORBERS
Silica gel, ArtsorbTM and ProsorbTM
are hygroscopic materials. This means
they absorb moisture from the air.
We recommend 1kg of conditioning
material per cubic metre of cabinet
volume (i.e. a 2m3 cabinet would
need 2kg of conditioning material).
Conditioning materials need to be
monitored and re-conditioned,
though with larger volumes of
conditioning materials equivalent to
10% of the cabinet volume, it has
been shown that no maintenance of
materials was required.
The conditioning material is usually
placed in a locked tray beneath the
cabinet, with a ventilation route into
the body of the unit.

This ventilation route is critical to
the effectiveness of the cabinet
conditioning and the best results have
been achieved with perforated metal
base sheets wrapped with fabric.
Where large storage items cover
these, we utilise a perimeter gap
around the baseboard and, in
exceptional circumstances, a fan can
be introduced to force air circulation.
ACTIVE HUMIDITY CONTROL
Where you need conditions inside the
cabinet to be significantly different
from the ambient, or where ambient
humidity changes more quickly than
passive conditioning materials can
handle, you need an active humidity
control system.
These can be individual units serving
individual cabinets, or more complex
systems serving multiple cabinets
which can provide circulation or
positive pressure.
They are highly specialised and costly
due to the small volume of air that
they must manage; the narrow range
of humidity that they must support;
and the damage that could be caused
if they fail.
The humidity management systems
that we supply can control cabinet
humidity within a range of +/- 3%.
TEMPERATURE
Most cabinet materials (glass and
steel) are poor thermal insulators.
This means that the inside of your
cabinet will usually be at the same
temperature as the room in which the
unit is located.
It is possible to control temperature
within a cabinet which is specially
constructed with insulated sides and
is double glazed (where applicable),
but it is not common, as there
are usually more cost effective
methodologies to be considered.
Storage cabinets should be located
away from sources of heat such as
sunlight, radiators or heating vents.
All of the above is what sets us apart
from the competition. We know
about showcases, we know about
storage cabinets, and we know about
conservation. Your collections are in
safe hands with ClickNetherfield.
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